SEHAJLEEN KAUR

plantED

MAKE YOUR PLANT YOUR PET!
- SMART POT: will monitor soil pH levels, humidity, temperature, water levels etc. for plants and give live feedback on how to care for it/fix it through facial expressions
  - Can easily place anywhere- versatile enviro + compact
  - Easy to carry
  - Can relieve stress of making sure something is alive
  - Easy to go about daily activities without being uber invested while still adding something positive to room & helping w/ climate change (purifying air)
  - Not only will it add aesthetic, but also functional in the sense that it allows plant owner to know & act on what the plant needs so it isn’t dead
  - Comes in a few diff colors bc variety >>>> make plant like a pet
  - Makes it more personable Plants: low maintenance, apartment friendly, best listeners, Shows appreciation for talking to it/spending time w it
  - Aesthetic: bright colors & lively
    - pull you up from bad mood
  - Can grow herb garden & plants to eat w/ ease